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ABSTRACT

1

Pointing transfer functions remain predominantly expressed in
pixels per input counts, which can generate different visual pointer
behaviors with different input and output devices; we show in a first
controlled experiment that even small hardware differences impact
pointing performance with functions defined in this manner. We
also demonstrate the applicability of “hardware-independent” transfer functions defined in physical units. We explore two methods to
maintain hardware-independent pointer performance in operating
systems that require hardware-dependent definitions: scaling them
to the resolutions of the input and output devices, or selecting the
OS acceleration setting that produces the closest visual behavior. In
a second controlled experiment, we adapted a baseline function to
different screen and mouse resolutions using both methods, and the
resulting functions provided equivalent performance. Lastly, we
provide a tool to calculate equivalent transfer functions between
hardware setups, allowing users to match pointer behavior with
different devices, and researchers to tune and replicate experiment
conditions. Our work emphasizes, and hopefully facilitates, the
idea that operating systems should have the capability to formulate
pointing transfer functions in physical units, and to adjust them
automatically to hardware setups.

Pointing using a computer mouse or a finger on a touchpad is one
of the most common tasks on desktop and laptop computers. Their
relative displacements are converted to cursor translations through
a transfer function that defines the relationship between the motor
input speed and the on-screen cursor speed. These functions can
have a dramatic impact on pointing performance and usability [8],
yet their design remains seldom documented, especially in operating systems (OSs) [7]. More importantly, major OSs define their
transfer functions using virtual units like pixels and mouse counts,
rather than physical units of speed and distance. The “same” pointing transfer function can therefore produce different observable
pointer behaviors when used with input or output devices with
different resolutions.
Thus, even with standard devices like mice and touchpads, the
choice of a transfer function is important, and not always a matter of maintaining default settings. As of today, the resolutions
of commercial mice can span from 400 to 16,000 counts per inch
(CPI) and above1 , so the same physical movement can be sensed
as drastically different values. Displays can pack 70 to more than
200 dots per inch (DPI)2 , so a cursor displacement expressed in
pixels can look very different from one screen to another. In effect,
a user may experience different pointer behaviors when switching
from one computer setup to another, even when they are configured to the same “acceleration” setting. Many end-users are facing
this situation, either because they frequently interact with multiple
computers, switch between OSs on the same computer, or simply
use several monitors with different pixel densities. They can sometimes adapt to these environments with changing constrains, but
within some limits that remain to be documented in the context of
pointing transfer functions.
The effect of input and output resolution on the pointing task,
which remains to be quantified in terms of performance and usability, does not only impact end-users but also the HCI research. Experiment descriptions too seldom report these functions accurately, nor
input and output resolutions, which puts their replicability, their
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design, and possibly some of their findings into question. For instance, two distinct pointing studies using e.g. “the default transfer
function of Windows 10” as baselines can end up comparing very
different pointer behaviors, and infer conclusions about candidate
pointing mechanisms based on inconsistent or suboptimal settings
that most users would not use by default. Similarly, two studies
observing users’ adoption of mouse vs. keyboard-based command
selection in linear menus, but “silently” using different pointing
transfer functions, can yield different results and reach different
conclusions since the cost of selecting a command using the mouse
will be different in each [26, 38]. In other words, the combination
of transfer function and hardware can be a confounding variable in
an experiment. Worse, failing to precisely report this information
prevents reviewers and practitioners from assessing the possibility
that these conditions were unrealistic or inconsistent in the first
place.
We argue that pointing transfer function settings should have
the ability to behave consistently across hardware setups, so users
do not need to adjust to new environments. We also argue that
baseline conditions in controlled experiments should depict interface behaviors that could realistically be expected in real setups;
that includes pointing transfer functions, which should be reported
with enough details to allow for replication across studies even
when the exact same hardware is not available. A solution already
proposed in previous work [7] is to systematically report transfer functions independently from hardware resolutions, i.e. using
physical units. However, while feasible in research contexts with
dedicated libraries, or by using input and output hardware with
the exact same resolutions, this is not trivial in daily use: a user
switching from a 100 to a 200 DPI display might not be able (or
willing) to find the exact equivalent function among the available
settings in their OS.
We here define hardware-independent pointing transfer functions
as functions whose domain and codomain (input and output) are
expressed in physical units, e.g. centimeters per second, radians per
milliseconds, etc. Such formulations3 are “independent of hardware”
in that they describe the consistently observable behavior of a
cursor regardless of the system, devices and settings on which
they are implemented. By opposition, hardware-dependent pointing
transfer functions have at least one of their input or output domains
expressed in so-called virtual units, typically counts or pixels, whose
physical expression requires a conversion factor (e.g. the display’s
pixel density, or the input device’s polling rate).
In this paper, we investigate the relevance and applicability of
such hardware-independent pointing transfer functions. We first
examine the effects of input and output hardware characteristics
on the performance and usability of common transfer functions.
We also demonstrate the feasibility of using functions expressed in

physical units, with or without the means to impose a custom function to the OS. In a first study, we show that even small variations
in hardware resolutions can significantly impact user performance
when acquiring targets using the "same" pointing transfer function.
More precisely, we report the effects of using common transfer
function settings in two realistic combinations of input and output
resolutions, and show that performance and subjective usability
vary in each hardware setup – and follow distinctly different trends
– even with small differences in resolutions. In a second study, we
investigate whether transfer function behaviors can be replicated
across different input and output resolutions, simply by scaling
them for equivalence in physical units. Finally, we present two web
applications that allow users and researchers to replicate a transfer
function from one environment to another, and simplify the implementation and comparison of hardware-independent pointing
transfer functions.
Our work strengthens the argument in favor of expressing pointing transfer functions in physical units, contributes to a better
understanding of the consequences of selecting “default” functions
as baselines in controlled experiments, and presents solutions for designing and selecting equivalent transfer functions across different
hardware setups.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 How pointing transfer functions work
Pointing transfer functions on modern OSs all work the same way: a
physical motion performed by the user is sensed by an input device
(typically moving a mouse controller on a desk), which measures
raw relative displacements in counts and sends them to the computer at a given (capped) frequency. From these input signals, the
computer calculates a relative displacement of the cursor in pixels
using a predefined function. There are three ways, traditionally, to
define these functions.
First, the relationship between input and output displacements
can be a constant multiplier, also called the control-to-display (CD)
gain. This CD gain is often defined in display pixels per input count,
so two mouse movements of the same distance and using the same
gain value, but using mice with different CPI, will result in different cursor displacements. This may appear counter-productive,
as computer mice with higher resolutions should measure hand
movements with greater precision [35], not speed the cursor up.
Similarly, for the same distance in pixels, a display with a higher
pixel density will result in visually smaller cursor displacements
compared to a display with a lower density.
Second, the CD gain can be a function of the input displacement’s
amplitude. In the HCI literature, such “gain functions” describe
the CD gain as a function of input speed, typically favoring low
gains at low speeds and high gains at high speeds [8, 27] in order
to boost both accuracy and speed. Note however that most OSs
define their gains as a function of input displacement, not speed;
gain is then a function of the number of measured counts within a
certain time frame. This brings input rate into play: most computer
mice send events at up to 125 Hz, but this rate can increase up
to 1000 Hz for gaming mice. For a given (spatial) input resolution
and movement of the device, a higher input frequency results in
more input events with fewer reported counts each. If the transfer

3 Note

that there is an important semantic distinction to be made between the formulation of a transfer function and its implementation. The hardware-independent
formulation of a function requires an implementation that is aware of all the relevant
conversion factors and resolutions to convert, e.g., the sensed input counts into the
right amplitude of pixel displacement; in other terms, its implementation needs to be
“hardware-aware”. Conversely, a hardware-dependent formulation, i.e. expressed in
counts and pixels, can be implemented as-is without knowledge (“agnostic”) of the
hardware – but result in different behaviors. The adjectives “hardware-(in)dependent”
in this paper relate to formulations, not implementations.
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function is nonlinear, which is often the case [7], these events will
be assigned smaller gains from the function and result in smaller
cursor displacements.
Third, and finally, the term “transfer function” is traditionally
reserved for functions that define the cursor’s displacement directly
as a function of input displacements, without using a multiplicative
gain. The two mechanisms are functionally equivalent as long
as both functions are continuous: any gain function 𝐺 (𝑥) can be
assigned an equivalent function 𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑥 · 𝐺 (𝑥).
Casiez and Roussel systematically characterized the functions
available in modern operating systems (Windows, macOS, Xorg) [7]
and found that all systems, with the exception of macOS which
sometimes takes into account the resolution of Apple input devices,
use hardware-dependent CD-gain functions, i.e. defined in virtual
units. Other systems assume at best that the input and output
resolutions are constant and equal to 400 CPI for input and 96 DPI
for output.

2.2

Second, while some research projects accurately report pointing
conditions, replicating an experiment setup exactly is not always
feasible because some hardware may no longer be available, arduous
to procure, or because some OSs are no longer running. Therefore, it
is important to investigate the feasibility of interacting with transfer
function defined in a hardware-independent way, and to generalize
the reporting of hardware-independent functions themselves.

2.3

Hardware-independent pointing transfer
functions for desktop computers

Casiez and Roussel’s work [7] inform us that current OSs pointing
transfer functions ignore the resolution of input and output devices,
and suggest that different hardware configurations could result in
different visual pointing behaviors. However, they do not document
what amount of such difference would significantly impact user
performance. Conversely, in their discussion section, Casiez and
Roussel recommend describing custom nonlinear functions “using
figures or tables with physical units mapping the device speed to the
cursor speed or CD gain.” ; but it remains unclear if such a transfer
function would yield similar performance in practice, when operated with hardware devices of different resolutions. For instance,
the precision at which a mice movement is measured will significantly differ between a 400 DPI and a 1600 DPI devices, which could
affect user performance even with the same function expressed in
physical units.
To summarize, the following questions remain unanswered. First,
we know that two different hardware configurations can result in
different pointer behaviors, but does that difference impact user
performance? Second, if user performance is impacted, how could
hardware-independent transfer functions be implemented in practice, and would existing transfer functions yield similar performance when scaled to different hardware resolutions? We investigate these two research questions in the following sections.

The importance of accurately reporting
pointing conditions

In a nutshell, modern operating systems do not define pointing
transfer functions independently of their input and output devices. Defining transfer functions in physical units has already
been argued for in previous work, but even with such hardwareindependent definitions, OSs still require functions defined in pixels
and counts. In effect, they ignore input and output resolutions. For
this reason, when running an experiment involving an indirect
pointing device, it is critical to report all information necessary to
replicate the experimental settings, including the operating system
version, and the input and output devices’ resolutions.
Despite the publication of a research paper specifically dedicated
to highlighting this issue in 2011 [7], reporting these elements
systematically in experiment descriptions is still not standard (see
e.g. [1, 10, 19, 21, 23, 25, 31]) which can make their replication
impossible. Fortunately, several projects provide enough details
about the input and output devices’ resolution, operating system,
and mouse configuration settings to allow exact replication of a
transfer function [9, 28, 30, 34, 39, 41]. Others [2, 22, 33] use the
libpointing library developed to help define transfer functions
and ease their replication. That being said, providing accurate OS
and resolution details for replication might not always be sufficient
for two main reasons.
First, comparing results between different studies remains complicated. Take as an example two studies comparing the performance of modern transfer functions. (1) In [7], significant differences were found in the performance of the default cursor acceleration settings of Xorg, macOS, and Windows 7. (2) In [8], the lowest
setting of the Windows XP/Vista was found to be 14% slower than a
subset of all remaining XP/Vista settings, including the default one.
Because the functions of Windows 7 and XP/Vista are the same,
combining the result of these studies could allow us to compare
different Windows settings (1) with the macOS and Xorg settings
(2) by using the default Windows setting as a reference. However (1)
was run with a 400 CPI mouse and a 98.5 DPI monitor, and (2) with
a 1600 CPI mouse and a 100 DPI monitor, so a direct comparison
would be questionable.

3

STUDYING THE IMPACT OF HARDWARE
CONFIGURATION ON POINTING
PERFORMANCE

Current OSs express transfer functions using virtual units (e.g. pixels and counts), which can result in different pointer behaviors
when input and output resolutions change. To better understand
the consequences of this phenomenon, we designed a first controlled experiment in which we investigate how small differences
in hardware configurations can impact user performance and subjective ratings in pointing tasks with different OS transfer functions.

3.1

Apparatus

We evaluated two hardware configurations, that we treated as a
between-subject factor. The first group of participants (referred as
group 800cpi 122dpi ) used an 800 CPI optical USB mouse Logitech MB584 running at 125 Hz, and the native 27 inches monitor of a late
2015 iMac Retina 5K running macOS Mojave, using a 60 Hz display
with resolution set to 2880 × 1620 pixels (122 DPI). The second
group (group 1000cpi 93dpi ) used a 1000 CPI optical USB mouse (Dell
4 Datasheet

available in: https://pricecat.be/en-sg/p/logitech/930995-0600/micepremium+optical+wheel+mouse+b58-44252.html
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MS111-L5 ) also running at 125 Hz, and a 23.8 inches Dell monitor
(Dell P24157H) running at 60 Hz with display resolution set to
1920 × 1080 (93 DPI) under Ubuntu 18.04. Both configurations ran
the same experimental platform built with Node.js and running in
Google Chrome v.72.
We used the libpointing toolkit with PointingServer6 in order
to retrieve raw mouse events and override the system transfer
function with the ones tested in this experiment.
The experiment was run on a plywood desk bearing only the
mouse, the monitor, a keyboard that was used to type the URL of
the experiment, a printout of the qualitative survey, and a pen. Elements were disposed in a way that did not disturb participants’ arm
movements while selecting the targets. We did not use a mousepad.

3.2

Motion

Slow

Fast

Enhance pointer precision
W W W
W
in in in
in
-2 0 +2
+5

Fast

Slow
M
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M
M
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Figure 1: Operational system settings compared in the study.
MS Windows 10 v. 1909 (left) and OS X 10.6.7 (right) available
acceleration settings on each system’s mouse speed slider.

sake of increasing external validity, their effect will not be analyzed
in detail.
We tested 8 different Transfer Functions, four from Microsoft
Windows 10 v. 1909 and four from macOS 10.6.7, as provided in the
libpointing library7 . In the remainder of this paper, we refer to
the transfer function settings as ordinal integers corresponding to
the position of the slider in the mouse configuration panel in their
respective OS (Figure 1), with 0 (zero) corresponding to the default
setting: the 6th tick in Windows 10 and the 4th tick in macOS. We
consider this setting ordinal because, to our knowledge, there is no
clear linear relationship between the function levels in these OSs.
We obtain a range of WIN-5 to WIN+5 for Windows, and MAC-3
to MAC+6 for macOS. The fact that the range of slider positions
are different between OSs bears no meaning in itself.
For our study we selected the default (WIN0, MAC0) and maximum (WIN+5, MAC+6) settings available in each OS. Our intention
was to select one setting lower than default for each OS, but our
preliminary tests with 800 CPI mice on a 122 DPI display revealed
that the default macOS setting feels already quite slow with such a
standard configuration, while lower settings of Windows remained
usable. We therefore selected WIN-2, and WIN+2 as a halfway
setting between default and maximum. For macOS, we selected
MAC+2 and MAC+4 as equidistant steps between default (MAC0)
and maximum (MAC+6)8 .
Note that OS and setting level are not distinct parameters of our
study: the transfer functions of different OSs were designed separately, possibly with different mice and displays in mind, and what
constitutes “default”, “minimum”, “maximum”, or the amplitude of a
“tick”, is not comparable across OSs. In most of this study’s analyses,
the combinations of OS × setting are treated as distinct, individual
Transfer Function levels with no relation to each other.
Each combination of Transfer Function, Width, and Dist
were repeated in 4 consecutive Blocks of 13 trials each, to reveal
learning or fatigue. Participants could take breaks between blocks.
After completing the task for a given Transfer Function, participants were invited to provide subjective ratings about their
perceived Precision, Speed, Fatigue, and degree of Control on 7-point
Likert scales. The ordering of Width and Dist combinations was

Task and procedure

Participants were seated in front of a computer with a given Hardware configuration and invited to fill out a demographic questionnaire. They were then instructed to perform series of 2D reciprocal
pointing tasks with 13 targets positioned along a circle, similar to
the target geometry proposed in the ISO 9241-9 standard [17].
For each trial, participants had to select a target highlighted in
green on a black background by moving the mouse cursor over
it, then pressing the left mouse button for confirmation. Cursor
displacement was controlled by different Transfer Functions
during the experiment. Participants were instructed to select the
targets as quickly and accurately as possible. If participants clicked
outside of the target, it turned red for 200 ms to inform them of the
error, but participants still had to select the target to carry on with
the study. The next trial only started when the current target was
successfully selected. Once selected, the color of the target changed
back to the neutral color (gray) and the next target was highlighted
(green). A progress bar was displayed at the bottom of the screen
to indicate the overall study progress.
Note that participants were not instructed to avoid clutching,
and we did not set up any apparatus [8] to count or characterize
it. Clutching is an inherent component of indirect pointing that
does not systematically correlate with poor performance [28], nor
disappears with high gains. We posit that artificially filtering it out
brings no clear benefit, and could hide some relevant aspects of the
studied phenomenon.

3.3

Tracking speed

Select a pointer speed:

Design

The study used a mixed-model design, with Hardware configuration as between-subject factor, and Block, target Width and
distance (Dist), and Transfer Function as within-subject factors.
Hardware configuration was treated as a between-subject factor
to maintain reasonable study duration while allowing us to vary
task difficulty.
To gather performance data from a realistic set of pointing tasks,
we varied the distance between targets Dist (8 and 24 cm) and their
diameter Width (0.3 and 1.9 cm), resulting in four levels of IDs
ranging from 2.38 to 6.34 bits. Dist and Width are varied for the

7 The

eight transfer functions corresponded to the URIs windows:7?slider=-2, windows:7?slider=0, windows:7?slider=2, windows:7?slider=5, osx:mouse?setting=0.6875,
osx:mouse?setting=1.00, osx:mouse?setting=2.00, osx:mouse?setting=3.00 in https:
//github.com/INRIA/libpointing. Note that the transfer function in Windows 10 v.
1909 is the same as in Windows 7.
8 Note that unlike macOS transfer functions that are all non-linear, Windows provides
both linear and non-linear transfer functions (depending on whether the “Enhance
pointer precision” box is checked or not). In this paper, we systematically refer to the
non-linear versions when referring to Windows transfer functions.

5 https://pricecat.be/en-sg/p/dell/330-9456/mice-0799471741689-ms11113416047.html
6 PointingServer npm page: https://www.npmjs.com/package/pointingserver
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randomized. Presentation of Transfer Function was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin Square design. The study
lasted approximately 45 minutes for each participant.
We had for each hardware configuration 8 (Transfer Function)
× 2 (Dists) × 2 (Widths) × 4 (Blocks) × 13 (trials) = 1664 trials
per participant.

group): MT in Block 0 (means 1034 and 1062 ms, respectively) are
in both cases significantly different from the MT of Blocks 1, 2,
and 3 (mean times 1021 ms and below in the 800cpi 122dpi group,
1035 and below in the 1000cpi 93dpi group). We found no significant
effect of Block on Error rate. For that reason, we discard Block 0
from subsequent analyses.

3.4

3.5.2 Errors. Participants made selection errors in 4.8% of trials
in the 800cpi 122dpi group, and 6.7% in the 1000cpi 93dpi group. We
found no effect of Hardware on Error rate, but a significant effect
of Transfer Function in the 1000cpi 93dpi group (𝐹 7,210 = 6.8,
𝑝 < 0.0001): the function WIN+5 caused significantly more errors
overall (mean 10.6%) than any other (means 6.9% and below). There
was no interaction effect.

Participants

We recruited 32 participants that we split in two groups of 16,
each group assigned to one of two Hardware (mouse+screen)
configurations. All participants were daily computer users, and
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The participants were
free to operate the pointing device using the hand they felt most
comfortable with.
Participants of the first group (4 female, 12 male) were 31.6 years
old on average (24 to 43, SD=5.98). Five reported using a touchpad
as main pointing device, eleven declared using mice more often.
Two reported using Xorg systems more often, four reported using
Windows systems more often, and ten declared using macOS more.
In the second group (2 female, 14 male), the participants were
23.4 years old on average (21 to 40, SD=4.83). Only one participant
declared using a touchpad as main pointing device, the remaining
fifteen reported using mice more often. Five participants declared
using Xorg systems more, nine declared using Windows systems
more, and two declared using macOS more.

3.5

3.5.3 Movement time. Conversely, we found that MT was significantly affected by Hardware (𝐹 1,208.1 = 18.4, 𝑝 < 0.0001), Transfer
Function (𝐹 7,207.9 = 11.1, 𝑝 < 0.0001), and the interaction between
Hardware and Transfer Function (𝐹 7,207.9 = 14.4, 𝑝 < 0.0001).
Participants in the 800cpi 122dpi group (mean 961 ms) were significantly faster overall than in the 1000cpi 93dpi group (mean 1080 ms).
Considering Transfer Functions separately, Hardware had a
significant effect on MT for MAC+4 (𝑝 < .05, simple effect size
74 ms), WIN0 (𝑝 < .01, 96 ms), MAC+6 (𝑝 < .0001, 182 ms), WIN+2
(𝑝 < .0001, 305 ms), and WIN+5 (𝑝 < .0001, 338 ms).
Considering Hardware groups separately, we observe very distinct patterns in MT performance (Figure 2).
In the 800cpi 122dpi group, higher settings in each OS had a distinct advantage: MAC0 was significantly slowest (mean 1140 ms),
and MAC+2 and WIN-2 (means 1038 ms) were significantly slower
than WIN+5 (965 ms), WIN0 (962 ms), and WIN+2 (949 ms). MAC+4
(1026 ms) and MAC+6 (1020 ms) were in between, and significantly
different only from MAC0 on one end and WIN+2 on the other.
In the 1000cpi 93dpi group, it is the lower settings of each OS
that obtained better performance: MAC+6 (1096 ms) and WIN+5
(1093 ms) were significantly slower than MAC0 (1016 ms), MAC+2
(1011 ms), WIN-2 (971 ms), and WIN0 (954 ms). WIN+2 (1039 ms)
and MAC+4 (1031 ms) were in between, only slower (significantly)
than WIN0.
This trend is confirmed by the very similar results we obtain
when we analyze macOS and Windows separately. In the 800cpi 122dpi
condition MAC0 (mean 1140 ms) is significantly slower than all
other MAC settings (means between 1020 and 1038 ms) and WIN-2
(1038 ms) is significantly slower than all other WIN settings (means
between 949 and 965 ms). In the 1000cpi 93dpi condition, MAC+6 is
significantly slower than all other MAC settings (1011 to 1031 ms),
and WIN+5 (1093 ms) and WIN+2 (1039 ms) are significantly slower
than WIN-2 (971 ms) and WIN0 (954 ms).

Results

3.5.1 Data pre-processing. Our main dependent measures were
Error rate, measured as the proportion of trials wherein the target
was not correctly selected on the first try (regardless of later attempts); the Movement Time (MT ) elapsed between the appearance
of the target and its successful selection; and the number of target
Re-entries, i.e. the number of times the cursor entered the target
minus one [24]. Note that for MT we did not follow the ISO 9241-9
analysis recommendations regarding throughput as a performance
metric. Olafsdottir et al. [29] documented issues of replicability
and invariance with the classic throughput formulation, and recent
work [14] criticized the arbitrary nature of its 4% error assumption.
In the following, Error rates are summarized using arithmetic
means; MT is summarized using geometric means, as recommended
for pointing studies and skewed datasets in general [37]; Re-entry
was also right-skewed, so unlike in [24], we summarized it as geometric means. For Error and MT, statistical analyzes were performed
using mixed-effect models with Block, Transfer Function, and
Hardware as factors, and Participant treated as a random factor using the REML procedure of the SAS JMP package. For Re-entry and
Error rate, because the normality assumption of the residuals was
violated (Shapiro-Wilk p<0.001), we used an Aligned Rank Transform [40] using the ARTool package in R9 and post-hoc analyses
were done using ART-C [11]. Other post-hoc tests are all-pairwise
comparisons using Tukey’s HSD tests when there are more than
two levels, and t-tests otherwise.
In each hardware configuration group, we found a significant
effect of Block on completion time MT (𝐹 3,45 = 11.9, 𝑝 < 0.0001 in
the 800cpi 122dpi group, 𝐹 3,45 = 21.6, 𝑝 < 0.0001 in the 1000cpi 93dpi

3.5.4 Target re-entry. Both Hardware (𝐹 1,30 = 23.4, 𝑝 < 0.0001)
and Transfer Function (𝐹 7,210 = 25.27, 𝑝 < 0.0001) significantly
affected the number of target Re-entry, with an interaction effect between Transfer Function and Hardware (𝐹 7,210 = 2.34, 𝑝 < .05).
The functions WIN+5 and WIN+2 (mean 1.16 in both cases) caused
significantly more Re-entries than all other functions (means 1.07 to
1.11) except WIN0 (mean 1.15). Similarly, the 800cpi 122dpi group saw
significantly fewer Re-entries than the 1000cpi 93dpi group (means
1.09 vs. 1.14).

9 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ARTool/
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in 1000cpi 93dpi (resp. 3.3 and 3.1), while WIN+2 caused more Fatigue
in 1000cpi 93dpi (2.6) than in 800cpi 122dpi (3.3).
Finally, sense of Control was significantly affected by Hardware
(𝜒 2 = 13, 𝑝 < 0.05, mean 3 for 800cpi 122dpi vs. 3.4 for 1000cpi 93dpi )
and by Hardware × Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 118.9, 𝑝 < 0.05),
in which MAC0 and WIN-2 induced a greater sense of Control in
1000cpi 93dpi (resp. 4.3 and 4.4) than in 800cpi 122dpi (resp. 2.9 and
3.1). Again, main effects of Hardware need to be considered with
a pinch of salt, considering that it was a between-subject factor.
Overall these subjective reports do not diverge from our objective
reports: Control and perceived Precision follow Error rates, and
perceived Speed is a good indicator of MT.

1000cpi 93dpi

1250
1200
macOS

1150

1000

macOS
Windows

950

OS

Movement Time (ms)

1100
1050

95% conﬁdence interval

1250

Movement Time (ms)

1200

Windows

1150
1100
1050

3.6.1 Discussion. We compared the performance of the same set
of OS pointing function settings on two hardware configurations,
with the same input and output frequencies but different input and
output resolutions. The two input resolutions, 800 and 1000 CPI,
are very common in commercial mice yet rather close to each
other; the 93 and 122 DPI display resolutions arguably do not differ
much either. Yet we found that these changes do affect performance when using hardware-dependent transfer functions, as the
hardware configuration had a significant effect on MT for 5 tested
transfer functions out of 8.
For Windows functions, the settings with steady movement time
are in the range [WIN0, WIN+5] for the 800cpi 122dpi resolutions,
and in the range [WIN-2, WIN-0] for the 1000cpi 93dpi resolutions.
For macOS functions, we observe a similar trend, with the range
[MAC+2, MAC+6] providing steady performance in the 800cpi 122dpi
resolutions, and the range [MAC0, MAC+4] in the 1000cpi 93dpi resolutions. Considering how transfer functions work on current systems, it can appear surprising that the best range of settings for the
1000cpi 93dpi resolutions is lower than the ones for the 800cpi 122dpi
resolutions: the same movement will generate input events with
more counts with 1000 DPI than with 800 DPI, but that phenomenon is counterbalanced by a reversed order in pixel densities. We
can infer that this boils down to a stronger impact of the difference
in pixel densities (31%) than of mouse resolutions (25%). Finally,
the higher error rate and number of target re-entries obtained for
WIN+5 can be explained by the relatively high gain used at low
speed (around 5 pixels/count), possibly making precise movements
more difficult.

1000
950

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5 6 -2 -1 0
OS-speciﬁc setting

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2: Movement Time without errors (Y, non-zeroed)
as a function of OS-specific transfer function settings (X),
for each hardware configuration (top) and OS (right). Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals, and the trend lines
are for illustration purposes. Note the upward trend in the
800cpi 122dpi group and downward trend in the 1000cpi 93dpi
group.

3.6

Subjective feedback

We treated participants’ responses to our Likert-scale questionnaires as ordinal data, and assessed their similarity across Hardware and Transfer Functions using Pearson’s chi-squared test.
In all that follows, higher scores are better: faster for perceived
Speed, more precise for Precision, less of a cause for Fatigue, and
providing a better sense of Control.
Perceived Precision was significantly affected by Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 73.9, 𝑝 < 0.01) with WIN+5 receiving more negative
ratings overall (mean ratings 2.3 vs. [3.3-4.2]), and by Hardware
× Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 125.3, 𝑝 < 0.01) in which WIN+5 did
slightly worse in 1000cpi 93dpi (2.1) than in 800cpi 122dpi (2.4), and
MAC0 and WIN-2 fared better in 1000cpi 93dpi (resp. 4.7 and 4.3)
than in 800cpi 122dpi (3.6 each).
Perceived Speed was significantly affected by Hardware (𝜒 2 =
27.6, 𝑝 < 0.0001), Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 74, 𝑝 < 0.01), and
Hardware × Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 160.8, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Pointing in the 800cpi 122dpi group (mean 3) was perceived as slower
than in the 1000cpi 93dpi group (3.9); remember however that this
was a between-subject factor, so this could boil down to group
differences. Regarding Transfer Function, MAC0 received the
lowest Speed ratings overall (2.1), and MAC+6 the highest (4.5),
the other functions ranging [3-3.9]. Finally, the interaction effect
can be explained by much lower Speed ratings in 800cpi 122dpi , in
particular for MAC0 (mean 1), MAC+2 and WIN-2 (2.1 each), than
in 1000cpi 93dpi (minimum mean 3.3).
Reported Fatigue was significantly affected only by Hardware
× Transfer Function (𝜒 2 = 141.1, 𝑝 < 0.001). MAC0 and MAC+2
were felt to cause more Fatigue in 800cpi 122dpi (mean 1.9 each) than

4

CONVERTING AND USING
HARDWARE-INDEPENDENT TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

The previous study confirms that input and output hardware resolutions can affect the pointing performance of a given OS acceleration
setting, because transfer functions are expressed in mouse counts
and display pixels rather than physical units. This further motivates
the use of hardware-independent transfer functions. Such a transfer
function describes the speed components of a cursor’s behavior in
physical units, i.e. the amount of visual displacement of the cursor
as a function of the physical motion (speed) of the user’s limb(s).
Reporting such a function from an existing setup requires four main
elements:
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we explore two methods to implement hardware-independent functions within hardware-dependent systems.

The hardware-dependent transfer function 𝐹𝐻
or gain function 𝐺𝐻 Both usually use as input the unit given
by the input device: ‘counts’ for mice and touchpads, pixels for touchscreens, radians [27] or quaternions [15] for
rotation-based devices, etc. The output of 𝐹𝐻 is typically
screen pixels, or pixels/input-unit for 𝐺𝐻 . These functions
are typically expressed as lookup tables with linear interpolation (see e.g. [7, 22]), but can also be fully algebraic (e.g. [27]).
Obtaining a precise description of the OS’s function can be
challenging, but tools [7] and methods [32] exist to reverseengineer them. For classic OSs, the libpointing library10
documents the functions corresponding to the available user
settings. Converting between 𝐹 and 𝐺 is done trivially by
dividing or multiplying the function’s output by its input:
𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝐺 (𝑥) · 𝑥.
The input resolution 𝑅𝑖 . It expresses the relationship between
input units and their physical equivalent. For mice it is for
instance expressed in counts per inch (CPI). Some devices
have variable CPIs that can be adjusted with additional software, or even on the device itself. In translation-based input,
we recommend using counts per millimeters (CPMM), with
1 CPMM = 25.4 CPI.
The input period 𝑇𝑖 (or the time differential between
each input event). This is necessary to express the user’s motion as a speed, typically in milliseconds.
The output’s pixel density 𝑅𝑜 . This is the output equivalent
to input resolution11 and is expressed in dots (pixels) per
distance units, often per inch (DPI). We recommend using
dots per millimeters (DPMM), with 1 DPMM = 25.4 DPI.
The hardware-independent expression 𝐹𝐻 of an algebraic transA
fer function 𝐹𝐻 used in a given setup (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖 , 𝑅𝑜 ) is

5.1

We used a Logitech G9 gaming optical USB mouse12 running at 125
Hz and with resolutions ranging from 400 to 3200 CPI, controlled
by a dedicated software13 . We used the same iMac Retina 5K 27”
monitor as in the previous study, but we used two resolutions, 122
DPI (2880 × 1620 pixels) and 87 DPI (2048 × 1152), controlled using
the Display settings of macOS. The experimental platform was the
same as the one used in the first study, using the libpointing
toolkit [7] to get the raw mouse events and control the system’s
transfer functions.

5.2

Method

As a baseline transfer function, we chose WIN+2 used with a 800cpi mouse and a 122-dpi monitor because it provided among the
best pointing performance and subjective ratings in the previous
study. Using Equation (1), we produced a hardware-independent
version of this function as it behaved in the 800cpi 122dpi setup.
For hardware configurations, we used the combinations of {400,
800, 1600, 3200} CPI as input, and {87, 122} DPI as output. For each
CPI×DPI combination, we used two distinct Methods to implement
our baseline in macOS.
5.2.1 Scaled. The first Method, named scaled, consists in directly
converting the baseline transfer function into the input and output
units of the target hardware setup, using Equation (2) with the
baseline function and target input and output resolutions. Thus,
transfer functions generated using the scaled method should behave exactly the same as the baseline under all hardware conditions
(Figure. 3).
We label these transfer functions as Xcpi Ydpi scaled.

𝐹 (𝑥 · 𝑅𝑖 · 𝑇𝑖 )
𝐹𝐻 (𝑥) = 𝐻
(1)
𝑅𝑜
A
with 𝑥 expressed in physical units of speed and 𝐹𝐻 (𝑥) in physical
A
units of distance. When 𝐹𝐻 is expressed as a lookup table of the form
{input: output}, the input values need to be divided by 𝑅𝑖 · 𝑇𝑖
and the output values by 𝑅𝑜 to obtain the equivalent hardwareindependent table.
The opposite process, i.e. expressing a hardware-independent
function 𝐹𝐻 in terms that can be interpreted by a hardware-dependent
A
system with a given setup (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖 , 𝑅𝑜 ), is


𝑥
𝐹𝐻 (𝑥) = 𝐹𝐻
· 𝑅𝑜
(2)
A 𝑅𝑖 · 𝑇𝑖

5.2.2 Closest. The second Method, named closest, aims to test
a more practical solution that can already be applied in everyday
operating systems. It consists in selecting the OS built-in transfer
function setting that would produce, from a user perspective and
with the current CPI and DPI settings, the closest physical and
visual behavior from the baseline (see Figure 3).
There exist, to our knowledge, no recognized method or metric
to assess the “distance” between two pointing transfer functions in
terms of usability or performance, so we decided to rely on human
subjective assessments. For each hardware setup, the closest transfer function was identified as follows. We recruited four authors of
this submission to act as subjective assessors. For each CPI×DPI
combination used in this study, except 800cpi×122dpi which corresponds to our baseline, they were asked to assess which Windows
non-linear acceleration setting (candidate function) “felt” closest to
the baseline, by repeating the 2D reciprocal pointing tasks from the
previous study. The candidate functions were tested alternatively
with the baseline function to maintain a behavior reference. Assessors could switch back and forth between the baseline and the

with 𝑥 expressed e.g. in mouse counts and 𝐹𝐻 (𝑥) in pixels. With a
lookup table, input and output need to be multiplied by respectively
𝑅𝑖 · 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑅𝑜 .

5

Apparatus

INVESTIGATING THE FEASIBILITY OF
HARDWARE INDEPENDENT TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

In this second study, we investigate whether expressing a baseline
transfer function in physical units makes it behave consistently
across different input and output configurations, and in doing so

12 Datasheet

available in: https://pricecat.be/en-sg/p/logitech/910-000175/miceg9+laser+mouse-914257.html
13 Logitech Gaming Software v. 9.02.22 https://support.logi.com/hc/en-gb/articles/
360025298053-Logitech-Gaming-Software

10 Libpointing

github page: https://github.com/INRIA/libpointing
11 Note that the term ‘display resolution’ is by convention the number of distinct pixels
in each dimension that can be displayed on a display device.
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currently tested function, as well as between tested functions. Once
confident about the choice of the closest setting to the baseline for
a given CPI×DPI combination, assessors reported it then moved on
to the next CPI×DPI configuration.
Finally, we aggregated the selections of all assessors, which were
highly consistent. More precisely, the four assessors chose the same
candidate function for all CPI×DPI combinations, except 800_87
wherein one assessor selected WIN-1 instead of the majority WIN0,
and 3200_87 wherein one assessor chose WIN-5 instead of the
majority WIN-4, resulting in an overall Kappa-Fleiss [12] agreement score of 0.82. Kappa-Fleiss scores between 0.81 and 1 can
be considered as “almost perfect” [20], so we selected as closest
functions the candidate functions that received the most votes in
each CPI×DPI combination (see Table 1). We label these transfer
functions as Xcpi Ydpi closest.
We must report, however, that while in most cases the choice
of a closest function boiled down to finding a setting that behaved
mostly the same as the baseline, matching behaviors was at times impossible to achieve. This is notably the case for 400cpi 122dpi closest
because Windows settings are capped to WIN+5, but WIN+5 still
felt noticeably slower than the baseline in this setup. A hypothetical
WIN+6 or WIN+7 setting may have felt closer to the baseline, but
we did not want to stray from existing settings.
CPI (input)

DPI (output)

Setting selected as closest

400
400
800
800
1600
1600
3200
3200

122
87
122
87
122
87
122
87

WIN+5
WIN+5
WIN+2 (baseline)
WIN0
WIN-2
WIN-3
WIN-4
WIN-4

400 cpi
800 cpi
1600cpi
3200cpi
400 cpi
3200cpi
1600cpi

CLOSEST
CLOSEST
CLOSEST
CLOSEST
CLOSEST
CLOSEST
CLOSEST

Baselines & SCALED functions

Figure 3: Gain functions used in the experiment, expressed
in gain (Y, unitless) per physical unit (X, m/s). The functions of the form Acpi Bdpi closest are represented in physical units using Equation (1) with 𝑅𝑖 = A/25.4, 𝑅𝑜 = B/25.4,
and 𝑇𝑖 = 8 ms. Both baseline conditions (800cpi 122dpi scaled,
800cpi 122dpi closest) and all scaled functions are superimposed (black line). Transfer functions in libpointing are expressed in accordance with the HID standard, which encodes
input signal in 8-bit integers and is therefore limited to 127
levels [3, p.61]. For higher input values, we maintained the
highest gain value of each function (dotted lines).

Table 1: Windows 10 acceleration settings selected as producing the closest cursor behavior to the baseline according our
subjective assessors.

5.3

87 dpi
87 dpi
87 dpi
87 dpi
122dpi
122dpi
122dpi

closest) × 2 distances (8 and 24 cm) × 2 widths (0.3 and 1.9 cm) ×
2 blocks × 13 trials = 1664 trials per participant. The study lasted
approximately 45 minutes for each participant.

Design

5.4

Independent variables were organized as follows. Participants performed all trials for a given DPI (screen resolution), then for the
other; order of DPIs alternated between participants. For each DPI,
the set of Transfer Functions obtained by crossing both Methods
and all four CPIs was presented one after the other; the order of
the 8 Transfer Functions was counterbalanced using a Latin
Square design. Each combination of Transfer Function, Width,
and Dist were repeated in 2 consecutive Blocks of 13 trials each.
The ordering of Width and Dist combinations was randomized.
Participants could take breaks between blocks.
After completing all trials for a given Transfer Function, participants were invited to report subjective ratings regarding their
perceived Precision, Speed, Fatigue, and degree of Control on 7-point
Likert scales.
Our design therefore had 2 display resolutions DPI (87, 122) × 4
mouse resolutions CPI (400, 800, 1600, 3200) × 2 Methods (scaled,

Task

The task was similar to Study 1, except that the circular targets
were presented in a 1D reciprocal pattern (left-right) rather than
in a circular pattern. We chose a 1D task to reduce any source of
variance related to the direction of movement [21] and increase the
likelihood of observing significant differences between the functions, which would contradict our assumption that the functions
perform similarly.

5.5

Participants

We recruited 16 unpaid participants (2 female, 14 male). The participants were 28.9 years old on average (SD=6.8, min=23, max=46).
Three participants declared using a touchpad as main pointing
device, ten declared using mice more often, and three declared
using both. Participants’ main operating systems were XOrg (6
participants), Windows (4), and macOS (6).
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Results
400

87

400

122 scaled

800

87

800

122 scaled

Transfer Function

1600 87

closest

95% conﬁdence interval

scaled
scaled
scaled

1600 122 scaled
3200 87

scaled

3200 122 scaled
400

87

400

122 closest

800

87

800

122 closest

1600 87

closest
closest
closest

1600 122 closest
3200 87

closest

3200 122 closest
850

900

950
1000
1050
Movement Time (ms)
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Figure 4: Overall Mean Movement Time (Y) for each Transfer Function (X). The baseline function is highlighted with
hatching.

5.6.2 Error rate. We found no significant effect of the Transfer
Function on Error rate. Trials with errors are ignored in the analysis of MT.

both in principle and in implementation. We found that with a minimum tolerance of 80 ms, all tested functions were equivalent to
the baseline. Taking away 122cpi 400dpi closest, which was chosen
by lack of a higher available setting, the minimum tolerance that
makes all remaining functions equivalent to the baseline goes down
to 60 ms, and to a minimum of 22 ms when we consider individual
functions separately (3200cpi 122dpi scaled in this case).
In other terms, the transfer functions obtained through the
scaled and closest methods are equivalent to the chosen baseline
with a 60-ms tolerance, when closest is not capped by available
settings.

5.6.3 Movement time. We found no significant effect of Transfer
Function on MT. Despite this, we note in Fig. 4 that the condition
with the highest average MT was 122cpi 400dpi closest, i.e. the condition for which the subjective assessors could not choose a setting
higher than WIN+5 when selecting the Windows function with the
closest behavior to the baseline (see Table1 and Fig. 3).
In other terms, with the possible exception of the hardware
condition in which the choice of Windows settings was capped, all
of the scaled and closest functions were not significantly different
from each other.

5.8

5.6.4 Target re-entry. The means of target Re-entry ranged from
1.07 to 1.18 per condition. We found no main effect of Block nor
Transfer Function and no interaction effects.

5.7

scaled

CPI DPI Method

5.6.1 Data pre-processing. Data was treated and analyzed the same
way as in the previous study. Our main dependent measures were
Error rate, measured as the proportion of trials wherein the target
was not correctly selected on the first try (regardless of later attempts); the Movement Time (MT ) elapsed between the appearance
of the target and its successful selection; and the number of Target
Re-entries. As in the previous study, Error rates are summarized
using arithmetic means, and MT and Re-entries are summarized
using geometric means [37]. Statistical analyzes were performed
using mixed-effect models with Transfer Function and Block
as factors, and Participant treated as a random factor using the
REML procedure of the SAS JMP package. When assumptions of
normality were violated (i.e. for Re-entries and Error rate), we used
an Aligned Rank Transform [40] using the ARTool package in R.
Unless specified otherwise, post-hoc tests are all-pairwise comparisons Tukey’s HSD tests when there are more than two levels, and
t-tests otherwise.
We found no significant effect of Block on Error rate (4.7% in
Block 0, 4.1% in Block 1) nor on completion time MT (948 ms in
Block 0, 943 ms in Block 1). We therefore kept both blocks in all
subsequent analyses.

Subjective feedback

We treated participants’ responses to our Likert-scale questionnaires as ordinal data, and assessed their similarity across Transfer
Functions using Pearson’s chi-squared test. None of our subjective measures (i.e. perceived Speed, Precision, Fatigue, and sense of
Control) was significantly affected by Transfer Function.

Baseline comparison

Our previous analysis did not reveal any significant effect of Transfer Function on error rate or movement time. Interestingly, the
largest difference for movement time, yet not significant, was in a
closest condition wherein the ideal setting was (likely) higher than
the highest available. This is a first hint that the closest and scaled
methods both provide suitable surrogate functions to replicate an
existing cursor behavior.
To quantify how closely these surrogate functions match the performance of a baseline function, we ran equivalence tests (TOST two one-sided tests) between the baseline function and every other
functions, with decreasing tolerances until a threshold was found. In
these tests we aggregated both baseline conditions 800cpi 122dpi scaled
and 800cpi 122dpi closest into a single reference dataset, rather than
choose one artificially, since they are exactly the same function

5.9

Generalization of results

The scaling method simply consists in expressing a hardwareindependent transfer function in virtual units (counts, pixels) corresponding to specific input and output resolutions, or in other
words, in constructing a hardware-dependent version of a hardwareindependent function. In agreement with our assumptions, no significant difference was found between the baseline and any of the
scaled transfer functions. The equivalence tests confirmed and
further quantified this finding. Based on these results and on how
the technique works, we hypothesize that the scaling method could
be generalized to other transfer functions (notably from macOS)
as well as to other device resolutions, as long as it remains within
reasonable limits that guarantee sufficient control to the user [8, 27].
9
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CPI (Input)

DPI (Output)

Area between curves

Discrete Frechet

Arc-length

DTW

Assessors’ choices

400
400
800
1600
1600
3200
3200

122
87
87
122
87
122
87

WIN+5
WIN+5
WIN 0
WIN-1
WIN-3
WIN-4
WIN-4

WIN+2
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN+3
WIN 0

WIN+2
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN+3
WIN 0

WIN+2
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN 0
WIN+3
WIN 0

WIN+5
WIN+5
WIN 0
WIN-2
WIN-3
WIN-4
WIN-4

Table 2: Windows transfer functions with smallest distance to the baseline function when measured with different similarity
measures. Cells are colored in green when the transfer functions are the same as the one selected by the assessors.

However, the generalizability of the closest method remains
an open question. Average movement time was highest with the
400cpi 122dpi closest condition , and was also rated slower than
all other functions by our participants. This result illustrates a
conceptual limitation of this method: in extreme cases such as a
low-resolution (400 CPI) mouse used on a high-resolution (122 DPI)
display, typical OS settings need to stray far away from the usecases they were initially designed for, and a suitable surrogate
function might not be available among the available settings. This
phenomenon, while non significant here, was however predictable,
as assessors clearly expressed the limited suitability of the WIN+5
setting for this condition even though it was the best available.
On the other hand, no significant difference was found in average
movement time or target re-entry for all closest transfer functions
– which, as a reminder, were determined subjectively. In order to
support a partial generalization of the closest method, we decided
to investigate objective measures of transfer function similarity
that could be used to replace the subjective assessors process that
we followed prior to this experiment. We first chose four similarity
measures14 : Area between two curves in 2D space [18], Discrete
Frechet distance [13], Arc-length distance between curves[6], and
Dynamic Time Warping [4]. Then, for each combination of input
and output resolutions, we computed the distance measured by
each similarity measure between the baseline and all other transfer
functions.
Table 2 reports the transfer function closest to the baseline
for each similarity measure, as well as whether it agrees with
the assessors’ consensus. As can be seen, the area between two
curves yields very similar results, with only one disagreement for
1600cpi 122dpi closest. As such, we tentatively propose that the area
between two curves could be used as a default indicator of transfer function similarity, to quickly obtain functions that would not
“feel” so different in behavior from other Windows 10 settings with
different device resolutions. It is however too early to advertise
this as a bulletproof selection method. We do not recommend to
select a closest transfer function with a 2D-curve-area distance
greater than 0.53. This value, somewhat arbitrary, is the difference
between our baseline and the 400cpi 87dpi closest function in our
study, i.e. the largest distance with a condition that was not found
significantly different from the baseline. We cannot yet formally
recommend to use this method for macOS transfer functions either,

given that we did not test them in this study, and that the macOS
function profiles are quite distinct from Window’s.

6

HOMOGENEIZING POINTER BEHAVIOR
ACROSS DIFFERENT HARDWARE
CONFIGURATIONS

We built two web-based tools15 to produce or suggest pointing
transfer functions that yield similar pointer behaviors – and performance – across different hardware conditions. Each tool relies on
one of the two methods investigated in the previous study, namely
scaled and closest, focusing on their specific use-cases as described in the following two scenarios.

6.1

Scaling tool: replicating HCI experimental
conditions

We were first interested in situations where HCI researchers might
want to tune and replicate conditions from previously conducted
experiments, but using different hardware configurations.
Let’s say that Alice, an HCI researcher, wants to replicate a
pointing study initially conducted with a 1D reciprocal pointing
task, but this time using a 2D pointing task. Unfortunately, Alice’s
lab does not own a display with the same pixel density as the display
used in the initial study. She starts the Scaling tool and specifies in
the leftmost part (Figure 5-Step 1) the source configuration, that is,
the information relative to the hardware and transfer function that
were used (and reported!) in the original study. Once the source
configuration is specified, Alice fills the top-right part (Figure 5-Step
2) of the interface with the information relative to her hardware
configuration. Then, by clicking the “Click to download the transfer
function” button (Figure 5-Step 3), she downloads the .dat file of a
transfer function that replicates the pointing behavior of the initial
study, on her own hardware, ready to be used with the libpointing
library by following the corresponding instructions16 .
The Scaling tool was implemented as a web page using a Node.js 12.6
server and a Python 3 script. The resulting .dat file contains a lookup
table of the source transfer function expressed as counts and pixels
in the new input and output resolutions, and computed using the
same method as described in section 4. The Scaling tool can be used
regardless of the source and destination hardware (input and output
resolutions) and software (Operating System, linear or non-linear
function) configurations. Note that this tool could also be used for
15 ns.inria.fr/loki/tftools/

14 We

16 https://github.com/INRIA/libpointing/wiki/Custom-Functions

used the python library similaritymeasures 0.4.3 [18].
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Warning messages can be displayed if the configurations are too
different.

Figure 5: User interface of the Scaling tool. Users specify
source hardware and software configuration (Step 1), as well
as destination hardware configuration (Step 2). Scaling tool
generates a transfer function that can be downloaded (Step
3) and used with libpointing to replicate the source pointing
behavior with the new hardware.

Figure 6: User interface of the Closest tool. Users specify
source hardware and software configuration (Step 1), as well
as destination hardware configuration (Step 2). Closest tool
suggests which settings to select on the destination computer (Step 3).

other scenarios, for instance to set the exact same transfer function
between two Windows computers operated by a single end-user,
but that would require said end-users to implement a specific piece
of software using the corresponding method17 of the libpointing
library, to bypass the default transfer function and apply the new
one.

6.2

The Closest tool was implemented using the same Node.js 12.6
and Python 3 technology as the Scaling tool. Suggested transfer
functions correspond to functions with the lowest distance found
using the area-between-two-curves metric with the specified input
and output resolutions.
Two different types of warnings can be displayed. First, if the
specified resolutions or transfer functions differ from the ones tested
in our second experiment, users are warned that the suggested
closest function has not been validated by human assessors. Second,
if the difference between the initial and suggested functions is
considered “too large”, i.e. higher than 0.53 for the reason presented
in section 5.9, users are warned that the function might yield a
noticeably different pointing behavior.

Closest tool: assisting end-users to set up
several configurations

Using the Scaling tool is not always possible, for instance for people
with no programming skills, or when they cannot or do not want to
install a background software that would modify pointing behavior.
Therefore, we built a second tool with end-users in mind, that
can be used to configure two different computers with relatively
similar pointing transfer functions, only using available OS pointer
settings.
Bob is a middle-aged office worker who, because of the COVID19 situation, is constrained to split his work time between his usual
work station at the office, and a new one set at home under the
circumstances. Each of these stations is equipped with a desktop
computer running Microsoft Windows, a monitor, a keyboard, and
a mouse controller. Unfortunately, the monitors and mouse controllers are of different models and resolutions. Therefore, Bob
wants to change the pointer setting of his new home computer
to obtain a cursor behavior similar to the one at work. He starts
the Closest tool and specifies in the left part (Figure 6-Step 1) the
required information about his office workstation: input and output device resolutions, and pointing setting of the computer. He
then enters the information relative to the mouse and display for
his home computer (Figure 6-Step 2), and possibly the Windows
version if it differs. As a result, the Closest tool indicates which
setting should be selected in his home OS to obtain a mouse behavior as similar as possible to his home computer’s (Figure 6-Step 3).

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary of findings
Pointing transfer functions remain predominantly expressed in pixels per input counts, which can generate different visual pointer behaviors with different input and output devices. In this work, we investigate the relevance and applicability of “hardware-independent”
pointing transfer functions. In a first study, we document the effects
that even small differences in hardware resolutions can have on the
performance and usability of common transfer functions, and confirm that hardware resolution impacts the range of transfer function
settings that yield best performance. In a second study, we demonstrate the applicability of hardware-independent transfer functions
defined in physical units, by adapting a baseline function to different hardware setups via two methods: scaling it to the new input
and output resolutions, or selecting the OS acceleration setting that
produces the closest visual behavior. The resulting functions provided equivalent performance when used with different screen and
mouse resolutions. Finally, we describe two software tools, with
accompanying use-cases, that can help researchers and end-users
take advantage of hardware-independent transfer functions.

17 https://github.com/INRIA/libpointing/blob/master/pointing/transferfunctions/
windows/winSystemPointerAcceleration.cpp#L90
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surface, but also by how touch contacts are interpreted by the device, converted into blob displacements on its surface, to finally
being converted to counts. While there is no reason to believe that
our methods to adapt a baseline function to a different hardware
setup would not scale to interaction on touchpads, future work
should confirm this. Moreover, it is important to note that unlike
mouse controllers, the physical size of a touchpad impacts its tracking range and as such, touchpads of different sizes may result in
different pointing strategies from the users [5, 28].
Little research has been conducted on how users adjust to pointing transfer functions over long periods of time. Unlike purely
perceptual alterations such as upside-down goggles [36] to which
the human perceptual and motor systems can be shown to adapt,
pointing transfer functions can impact the output’s minimum and
maximum achievable speed and accuracy (assuming bounded motor capabilities). We thus posit that there exist situations in which
users cannot reach similar levels of pointing performance when
switching between two transfer functions, regardless of how long
they practice. We also note that, while some adaptation happens
when switching between transfer functions, it is unclear whether
long-term adaptation applies exclusively to performance: it could
be, for example, that users "optimize" comfort and accuracy at the
expense of selection time. In our first experiment and in previous
work, performance plateaued after the first block, but investigating
this capability in detail is an important future area of research.

Experimental decisions

Several decisions had to be made during this project that impacted
our studies’ design. One of them lies in the design of our first study,
which investigates how different hardware configurations impact
performance in pointing tasks with different OS transfer functions.
In order to ensure that the study was of acceptable duration while
maintaining interesting and relevant conditions, we used a mixedmodel design with hardware configuration as a between-subject
factor, and ended up with an average age higher in one group
than in the other (respectively 31.6 years vs. 23.4 years old on
average). However, previous work suggests that age does not play a
significant role on pointing performance in precuing tasks, i.e. when
the location of the targets is known before visually identifying
them [16], as was our case here. It is therefore unlikely that the
observed effects of hardware be caused by age differences, especially
since our findings confirm previous work.

7.3

Limitations

While we believe that the scaled method can be trusted with most
transfer function profiles and hardware resolutions, the closest
method is strongly dependent on the available functions in the target OS. It also remains to be shown that it works as well when the
source and target functions have different shapes, as do e.g. Windows and macOS functions. In effect, closest was only tested on a
subset of available Windows 10 transfer functions, and on a limited
number of input and output resolutions. In an attempt to generalize
this result, we tested different similarity metrics and identified one
that yields extremely close suggestions to our own subjective assessments. We tentatively use this metric in the corresponding software
tool, but with warnings when suggestions do not match our tested
conditions. Future work should assess how well this method works
with macOS and Xorg transfer functions, across operating systems,
and in more various settings than mouse and desktop. Further research should also be conducted to explore alternative similarity
metrics that can represent usage and user perception more faithfully, e.g. balancing the relative frequencies of binned input speeds
vs. their contribution to the overall movement after the function
was applied.
Our results are valid for the Windows 10 transfer functions we
tested, which have remained the same since 2011 [7] at the time
of writing this article. We relied on [7]’s extensive details about
the end-to-end calculation of transfer functions in different OSs.
However, different or new OS architectures could introduce minute
differences in the way raw mouse input is processed, or introduce
radically different transfer functions, that would require further
validation of this article’s findings.
Mouse controllers remain one of the main pointing devices, but
touchpads are also increasingly common. They are almost systematically equipped on laptop computers, and available as external
input devices. Theoretically, pointing with touchpads works in a
similar fashion as mice, with finger displacement on the surface
being converted into count events sent to the system at a given
frequency, and transformed through a dedicated gain function into
pointer translations [7]. However, the input resolution of touchpads is not only impacted by the hardware resolution of the sensing

7.4

Identifying input and output resolution

Another practical limitation of this work is the fact that it is sometimes difficult for end-users to rapidly determine the exact resolution and input frequency of an input device, including computer
mice. This information is rarely written on the device itself, and
it remains virtually impossible to determine it programmatically.
Users may also install additional third-part drivers that change the
mouse input resolution without system notification, making this
information even more tedious to find. Future work should investigate methods to either automatically determine input resolution,
or at least make this information easier to find for end-users.

7.5

Practical takeaway message

We encourage OS designers and developers to consider revisiting
the management of transfer functions in current OSs. Transfer functions should be able to adapt to the characteristics of input and
output devices, for example providing more precision when the
mouse or screen allows for it, but without sacrificing the general
behavior of the cursor. From a given slider position in the mouse
settings panel, users should experience consistent cursor behavior
from one computer to another. This would help switching from one
input device to another, or getting consistent cursor behavior when
using multiple monitors with different pixel densities. Note that
automatic adjustment to any change in physical display resolution
is neither always feasible, nor systematically desirable: imagine a
projected display, with a transfer function set to the liking of its
user. Now imagine that the projector has to be pushed forward
or backward by 30 cm for some reason, scaling all distances and
targets equally, but keeping them roughly as visible as they were
before the move. It is then debatable that the cursor should behave
12
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the same with respect to the physical space (the projector screen) as
opposed to the virtual space (the relative movements of the cursor
within the available display). Because such cases do exist we do
not argue for systematic transfer function scaling, but for the availability of hardware-independent transfer functions. If the input or
output resolutions cannot be determined automatically, they should
appear as settings in the configuration panel. Ultimately, adjusting
mouse, screen, or cursor acceleration settings should remain a personal preference rather than a way to deal with different hardware
configurations that users may not fully understand.
Finally, we encourage computer mouse manufacturers to follow
the HID specification that allows specifying the device resolution
in the HID descriptor [3, p.37], to make it readily available to the
OS. We conducted an informal review of a number of computer
mice, which revealed that this information is seldom available. At
least the device resolution should be easily accessible to end users,
for instance printed clearly on the device’s case to facilitate the
manual configuration of the transfer function.
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